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Greetings from the
Principal
Tena koutou, Good afternoon, Namaste

Wow. What an incredibly busy two weeks it has been here at
school. We have been involved in so many amazing things and
there has been a real feeling of celebration. Although being in
COVID isolation for the past week, I have been working at
home and keeping up to date with all of the happenings! It is a
very busy time of year here at school. We are already making
many plans for 2023.
Polyfest
Last Wednesday our two Polyfest roopu (groups) performed
with mana, pride and real enthusiasm. For the first time we
showcased our Year 1 and 2 students in a Pasifika group. They
were pretty adorable and they certainly felt proud of their two
songs. We look forward to this group continuing in the years to
come.
Our Kapa Haka group really raised the bar this year. The
strength of the singing, the synchronization of the moment,
and the group’s smart appearance really left a mark on the
audience and we have had lovely feedback from the
community.
It takes a whole team to bring these groups to the stage. The
staff love what they do, and they do it for your girls!
Speech Exams
Mahi pai (great work) to all the girls who have completed their
speech exams. What an achievement! All exams for 2022 are
now finished and the speech teachers deserve to feel proud of
how the girls delivered their programmes on the day.

Slide Opening
We officially opened the slide yesterday. In the sunshine, the
school heard about the generosity and kindness of the Frew,
Shepherd, Iosefo and McEwan families, all of whom helped
significantly to make this slide a reality. Mrs Mackay officially
opened the slide, as it was her exciting project that was well
underway when she retired.
We look forward to the many smiles and squeals that come
from the slide in the years to come.
Invercargill Schools Speech Competition
Congratulations to Charlee O’Connor, Matilda Stevens, Avē
Valoa-Jack and Kiran Gilmete who were all selected to
complete at the cluster final on Monday, held at Ascot
Community School. St John’s performed exceptionally well
and with only four students from the cluster final progressing
through to the Invercargill final, we took out three of the spots!
Best wishes for the next round, Matilda, Avē and Kiran!
Rotary Youth Merit Ward
It gave me great pleasure to announce that Year 8 girl Charlee
O’Connor will be the St John’s Girls’ School 2022 recipient of
the Invercargill North Rotary Youth Merit Award. This award is
prestigious and is given to just 7 students across Invercargill
each year.
Charlee and her family will attend a special Rotary meeting,
dinner and prize giving alongside her parents, Mr Brodie and
myself. We are proud of you, Charlee!

Enrolments and Vacancies
Mrs Roberts and I are currently drawing up the class lists for
next year. If you know of families who have daughters in Years
5, 6 or 8 who are considering St John’s, please have them
contact me directly. There are very few spaces available.
Cultural Day
A huge thank you to our wonderful Kaiarahi who put together
a morning of celebration, learning and fun! The school was
immersed in a morning of new experiences and so much
knowledge. The buzz was electric. The girls were charged with
creating an event that would help us to work towards our
strategic aim of Cultural Responsiveness. I think they met the
brief, and exceeded it. Thank you to the parents and external
providers who helped on the day. This might just have to
become an annual event!

am a star?! For the past 2 months I have been working with
champion Rock’n’Roll dancer Mackensie Middlemiss, who has
tried to make me look half decent. This is a charity fundraiser
for the Invercargill Charity Hospital and the Invercargill
Rock’n’Roll Club. Sometimes I wonder how I get myself into
these things, but hey, it’s all for charity.
It’s officially Spring, well depending on what you believe. If I
can see blossoms, feel warmth from the sun and find extra
daylight after tea, I’ll believe it!
Have a wonderful and safe weekend.
God Bless.
Nga mihi

Rocking with the Stars
If you fancy a jolly good laugh, come along to Rocking with the
Stars on September 10th at Stadium Southland. Apparently I

Nathan Hughes
Tumuaki - Principal

Assembly Reading
This morning Olivia Sorensen shared a powerful message in assembly. She wrote it herself and we think it's so
good, everyone should read it!

Friends
Good morning girls and staff, today I will be talking about having friends.
Good friends are loyal and accept you for who you are during good and bad times.
If you’re feeling down, a good friend will support you. If you need help, a good friend
will try to help you out. They will encourage you and be happy for you when you do
well, and celebrate with you.
Good friends are trustworthy.
If you tell a good friend something private, they won’t share it. You can trust a good
friend not to be judgmental. They are honest enough too when you are not being a good
friend yourself.
In the digital world you can feel under pressure to have a lot of friends and followers.
Remember that you only need a small circle of friends to be happy, and it’s a good idea
to keep your most precious and private thoughts and moments for those that really
care about you.
Sometimes you might realise that someone you considered a friend hasn’t been a good
friend to you. Just remember even if you are not on a good path with your friend now,
no matter what that person has done or said, they have just as many feelings as you, so
you do not want to make that person more upset than they may already be.
Be who you are and find friends who let you be you.
God bless this reading.
Olivia Sorensen
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Coming Events
TERM 3

TERM 4

September
15th
16th
21st
23rd
26th

27th - 29th
28th

29th
30th

Parents' Association - 'Sketch & Slurp'
[6.30 pm - School Hall]
Parents' Association Sausage Sizzle
BoP Meeting [7.00 pm]
Gym Festival
7/8 year olds' Running Comp [12.00 pm]
Junior School - Old School Day
Celebration
Dance Exams
SMAC Maths Comp [JHC Senior]
Yr 7 5.00 pm
Yr 8 5.45 pm
BoT Meeting [5.30 pm]
Bonus Points Awarded
Father/Daughter Netball [Yr 8 2.00 pm]
Last Day of Term 3

October
17th
19th
20th

Day 1 of Term 4
BoP Meeting [7.00 pm]
Disco
Maori Consultation Evening
Labour Day [Public Holiday]
NZ ShakeOut
BoT Meeting [5.30 pm]
Zone Athletics
Zone Athletics Postponement Day

24th
27th
28th
31st
November
2nd
10th
16th
17th

Fire Art Workshop
Greats and Grands
Familiarisation Morning
BoP Meeting [7.00 pm]
Arts Extravaganza [6.30 pm]

Awards
Congratulations to the following girls who have received awards recently

Room 1

Oriana Smith, Saffron Smith, Nina Russell,
Mahya Gilmete

Room 5

Holly Scarlett, Luca Unahi,
Emelia King, Lily Hillman

Room 2

Briar Brady, Lola Rutledge, Charlee Miles,
Mackenzie Brown,

Room 6

Nieve Peddie, Hannah Marriott-Wilkes,
Neeka Stewart, Catlin Brady

Room 3

Emily Laughton, Ella Calvert, Laura Maxwell,
Danielle King

Room 7

Esmé Middlebrook, Jessica Hay,
Zoe Laughton, Sophie Purdon

Room 4

Sophie Crosbie, Abby Unahi,
Alyssa Hamilton, Meila Iosefo

Values
Cup

Stella Lal
Sophie Baron

[Room 6]
[Room 6]
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CULTURAL DAY
On Friday the 26th of August we held a Cultural
day. We hosted four different cultures which were
Irish, Japanese, Indian and Dutch. The girls really
enjoyed each activity and learning new
information.
In Japan, the girls got involved in Karate. They
really enjoyed this as they could get physical and
learn new moves.
In the Dutch activity, the girls got to explore some
Dutch art which looked amazing. They also shared
a traditional Dutch story.
In the Ireland activity, the girls played a potato
rolling game as Ireland was the first country to
plant potatoes. The girls really enjoyed this activity
and we found some interesting ways to grate a
potato!
Last but not least we had India. The girls got very
creative and made mandala artwork on stones.
Their designs were very colourful and amazing.
They also got to try some traditional Indian food
and clothes.
We really enjoyed planning this cultural day and
loved seeing the girls get excited about doing the
activities while learning amazing things about a
variety of cultures.
Sienna, Luca, Shanna-Beth, Amy,
Ana, Lucy, Meg and Christabel

ROOM 4

ROOM 5
Since camp life has been busy in room 5. The girls
have been involved in a lot of different activities

from speech exams to Kapa Haka. Here are a few
of our in-class highlights:

FIRST AID

First Aid was great fun. We learnt how
to manage situations and what to do
when we are faced with challenges.
Using the equipment and the CPR

dummies gave us a real feel for what

it would be like if we ever had to deal

with an emergency. Alan was amazing
and brought his own personal

experiences into the learning and

made it fun. We even got to dance –
we were taught that warming up our
body before activity is crucial, and

having fun in our warm up is really
important!

We feel much more prepared for
challenges in the future!

WHEELCHAIR
BASKETBALL
For sport in the first half of the
term we have been playing

Wheelchair Basketball at ILT

Stadium Southland. We have
learnt skills such as rolling

forward and backwards, turning
left and right on the spot and

while in motion, and also how

to pass and shoot while on the
move. We have enjoyed the

small games and challenges

while also having some pretty
intense battles on the
basketball court.

SELF DEFENCE

In week 4 and 5, we participated in Self
Defence.

This

was

a

fun

learning

experience for us all. We enjoyed that
we got to practice on the pads and
learnt

a

ourselves.

series
We

of

moves

liked

how

to

we

protect

learnt

through stories and how others have
used

the

skills

in

challenging

situations. It is okay to yell if you don’t
feel

safe.

We

know

we

are

capable

strong girls who can defend ourselves!

NARRATIVE WRITING
This term we are writing narrative texts as our
focus genre. We are using the Mysteries of Harris
Burdick as inspiration for our writing.

couple of short snippets from our work:

Here are a

“When will we be there?” moaned
William to his Uncle.

It was 11.00pm and William and his

“I HATE IT HERE!” I know I shouldn’t have

out one of the oldest lamps their family

was sick of the pressure. My Mamma

Uncle Dave were out for a walk to test
owned.

“At last we are here!” William yelled.
“Shhh” said Dave as he took the old
lamp out of his bag.

His Uncle said a few words and then

started rubbing the lamp. As he was

rubbing a loud noise came and slowly a
ship appeared. His Uncle couldn’t

believe it! He quickly took his hand off
the lamp and grabbed William and

dragged him away as fast as he could...
Olivia Sorensen

said it but I just had to, I was sick of it. I
stood there wide-eyed, mouth open and
staring at me.

Then I ran. I ran to the only place where

I felt safe - the dock. I sat there with my
legs dangling off the side whilst my

tears dropped gently into the water with
a quiet “Plip, Plop, Plip, Plop."

I grabbed a handful of stones and found
five flat ones. Skimming stones was one
thing that made me feel calm...

Amy Fieten

ROOM 6

We were buzzing with excitement as we jumped into our cars, ready to set off onto our great
adventure. Our cars were vibrating as our loud voices and music filled the air. One hour in,
nothing had changed, the music and chatter was still going hard! We decided to stop in

Clinton as the parents' eardrums started to burn. Everyone ripped open their lunchboxes

and gobbled their food. We took our photos and then hit the road. An hour later we arrived
at the Holiday Park in Dunedin and excitedly unpacked our food and bags! [Neeka & Lucy]

We walked into the butterfly area at the Otago Museum and the heat hit us! There were

beautiful and colourful butterflies everywhere we looked. We found out that the butterflies

loved the nectar and fruit. Some girls had butterflies land on them which was very exciting.
Also, at the Otago Museum there was a Science room to explore and it had a ginormous
slide. This was a favourite for most students because when you went down it was pitch

black and it felt like you were going down a large winding staircase. There were so many

other scientific things to see and do and there were lots of activities which messed with our
brains. There was a room that had lots of lights and mirrors all around it. Some girls went

into this several times. We also found a whisper dish outside when we were leaving which
of course we had to explore further! [Kiahli & Izzy]

Before we went back to the Dunedin Holiday Park we visited LEAP, the trampoline park. As
we headed in we were amazed by an obstacle course, dodgeball area, and heaps of

trampolines. It was time to get jumping! There were so many activities and we couldn’t

miss any of them. We started with a few rounds of dodgeball, then headed our way to the

basketball hoops, and then raced each other on the obstacle courses. We took some videos
and photos of our awesome cool tricks, and also took some funny class photos. Even

though leap was the last activity of the evening, it was just the beginning of a fun exciting
camp!

[Chloe and Camryn]

The first night of entertainment was the

We jumped out of the car excited to see

of course our skits. “Hurry, we only have 5

so much about. The kind tour guide

greatest. The NZ themed fashion show and
minutes left.” The models then struck the

catwalk looking fierce in our fashion show.
The parents were the judges and the

‘Aotearoa Pavlovas’ won. A group made a
sign that said, ‘give us a good score’ but

sadly it didn’t work. We weren’t expecting
much from the parent’s skit but as they

walked in, a bomb of laughter hit us! We
all enjoyed creating and performing our
skits. [Bonnie & Christabel]

the amazing Larnach Castle we had read
opened the doors and then we started our
tour of the Castle. Everything there was
amazing however we couldn’t see the
beautiful view at the top of the tower

because of all the fog. We went into the

ballroom which William Larnach made for
his favourite daughter and had a little

boogie. Before we left we had a fun and
challenging treasure hunt that we all

loved. Everyone enjoyed Larnach Castle

and wished we could have stayed longer.
[Jhordaya]

After Larnach Castle, we went on an exciting boat ride to the Marine Science Centre as the
road was closed. It was time for the dissection! Nearly everyone was grossed out by the

thought of dissecting a slimy arrow squid. There were so many different parts to explore

and we were all in there getting involved. We then split into two groups. One group went to
the touch tanks, while the other took a tour around the Marine Science Centre looking at all

the different activities and marine wildlife. We enjoyed touching the biscuit starfish with its
cool and funky pattern, and the sea cucumber in the touch tanks. It would play dead to

protect itself from its predator.It was so interesting learning about all the marine wildlife.
We then got back onto the boat. It was now time for more home baking. [Amaya]

After the Marine Science Centre, we

headed to the Albatross Colony. Once we
got there we had a tour guide explain
some things about the albatross. He

turned Neeka into an albatross by putting

all the features of an albatross on her. We
then had to walk up a very steep hill to
get to the nesting area. We saw four

chicks who were shedding their down,
which is the fluffy feathers that keep

them warm. We saw them extend their

wings in preparation for flight. We then

went underground and had a look at the
disappearing gun. It was huge! We

learnt how they loaded the gun and how
it took four hours to get it ready.

We had

a fantastic time and it was a great
experience. [Catlin & Claire]

We sat down at the long tables and had our delicious dinner. We washed our plates and got
dressed into our togs and headed to Moana Pool. Once we got to the pool, we started a
game of ‘marco polo’. It was a lot of fun but very loud. Lazy river time. Ms Gill tagged

Hannah and shouted, “Hannah’s got the foot touch” and that started a game that continued
for quite a while. Next stop the hydro slides which were a lot of fun. Lastly, our final

destination at the pool, the diving boards! First, we went to the little ones and then some
people wanted to get a little more adventurous and went on the big one. That was some
people’s favourite part. After that we got dressed and went back to the campsite, had

dessert, and went to bed to catch some Z’s. That’s the end of day number 2! [Hannah &
Sophie]

It was the start of our last day at camp. We were going to the Early Settlers Museum. After
our not so fresh start, (as well as being woken by the sound of music and Ms Gill in a
onesie), we got some brekkie into us and then we were off. We walked towards the

education room admiring all the different artefacts along the way. We picked our Scottish

names, occupations, and the reason why we were migrating to New Zealand. We acted out

what it would have been like for our families on our journey to New Zealand from Scotland.
After this experience on the boat (and feeling mildly sea sick), we acted out the life of a
student at school in the 1800’s. A certain student misbehaved and got the ‘strap’ (it

sounded like she did, but it was just pretend – Anna acted this part very well!). We went

into the Dunedin Early Settlers archive room and tried to find some of our ancestors we had
researched before leaving for camp. Then we did a treasure hunt and explored the

exhibition of all the different technology showing the changes through the ages. [Anna &
Isabella]

After the Early Settlers Museum, we went to a park for
lunch. We were all full of energy. When we finished

eating our lunch, we played hide and seek tag. By the
end of the game we did not have a lot of energy! Ms
Gill then announced that it was time for our auction!

Some people made a lot of camp money which helped

with the auction. We all received an auction prize

which was exciting. Then we packed up and jumped

into our cars ready for our trip home. It was time to

say our goodbyes to Dunedin. Time to hear again our
amazing singing skills! During our trip home we

played a game of truth or dare and did some crazy

hair styles. Later in our trip, Nieve and Stella fell into a
deep sleep. They woke up to find that they had felt

pen moustaches on their faces! We had an awesome
time at camp and are very grateful for all the

wonderful parents who came with us. They were
amazing. This will be a camp to remember.
[Nieve & Stella]

ROOM 7
INQUIRY
At the beginning of the term, we ventured
to the Awarua Communications Museum
as an ignitor to our ‘Technology Over

Time’ inquiry. This tied in perfectly to our
class focus on ‘communication’. We were
treated to a film (with an ice cream for

intermission) and explored the displays
within the museum. The telephone

exchange and morse code system were a
hit!

We were privileged to have Nicol

McFarlane visit school with some of his

wonderful historic collection of everyday

objects which have changed over time. We
discovered that even though technology

has changed, some aspects have remained
the same, such has the efficient shape of

irons and the basic elements of a toaster.
The miniature laundry was a real talking

point and sparked the curiosity of the girls.
Who would've thought that doing washing
could take all day!

TIME TUNNEL
It all started with Mrs Bradshaw abducting the students pencil cases, locking the

classroom door and closing the blinds. After lunch the students were yelling

outside the classroom door “YOU WON THE LOTTO!” But after all she was standing
outside the technology room. A wee bit later Mrs Bradshaw gave us an electric
candle and we picked a group to enter the time tunnel one by one. Once we got
into the classroom it was pitch black and a buzzing noise was coming from the
computer. Multiple tables were squished together and a black tarpaulin over top.

Once we crawled inside the time tunnel it was like a fantasy of experiencing old
communication with photos stuck to each side of the tunnel. One of them looked

like a fire hydrant but it was a letter-box. Some of the pictures were very
confusing like a bird carrying a backpack with a letter inside, cavemen paintings

on rocks and the old testament sign language. After we had finished we went to
the technology room and filled out our reflection sheet. Overall we had a great
experience.

I

hope

you

are

inspired

to

communication. [Alysha, Jessica, & Sophia]

We

learn

more

about

old

fashion

READING
have

been

participating

in

reciprocal reading over the past two

terms. Reciprocal reading is a studentled

approach

developing
strategies;

questioning

which

four

on

comprehension

predicting,

and

focuses

clarifying,

summarising.

The

groups are all based on the interests of
the girls. Discussion around the texts
can certainly get quite animated!

RECIPROCAL READING!
Room Seven loves doing reciprocal reading. We started reciprocal reading last term

and have enjoyed it ever since. First we had to choose our reading topics. We

decided on Sports, Mystery, Animals and Science. Then we chose which one group we

wanted to be in. In a group we have different roles which are a leader, predictor,
clarifier, questioner and summariser. The teacher chooses a book based on the

groups. Then the predictor will predict what they think the book will be about. The
leader will then choose where we read up to. After we have read the text the leader

will go through all the roles. In reciprocal reading we will have two groups read at a
time while the other classmates do reading activities by themselves. After two
sessions of reciprocal reading we swap over the roles so that everybody can have a

go being the leader. Room 7 has loved doing reciprocal reading. We all think it is so
fun and we never want reciprocal reading to end!

[Ingrid & Greer]

HEALTH
We received some first aid training from
St John’s recently. We learnt important
first

response

sprains,

cuts,

skills

broken

such

as

bones.

treating

We

also

they

are

learnt how to check for a response from
a

patient,

breathing.

and

We

whether

practised

putting

our

partners into the stable side position,

and also perfected our bandaging skills.
We were also treated to some dramatic

performances from the girls in Room 7
acting

out

situations!

the

different

emergency
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